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Building Web Applications with SVG
Learning with technology doesn't happen because a
specific tool "revolutionizes" education. It happens
when proven teaching strategies intersect with
technology tools, and yet it's not uncommon for
teachers to use a tool because it's "fun" or because
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the developer promises it will help students learn.
Learning First, Technology Second offers teachers the
professional learning they need to move from
arbitrary uses of technology in their classrooms to
thoughtful ways of adding value to student learning.
This book includes: An introduction to the Triple E
Framework that helps teachers engage students in
time-on-task learning, enhance learning experiences
beyond traditional means and extend learning
opportunities to bridge classroom learning with
students' everyday lives. Effective strategies for using
technology to create authentic learning experiences
for their students. Case studies to guide appropriate
tech integration. A lesson planning template to show
teachers how to effectively frame technology choices
and apply them in instruction.

Exterior Ballistics with Applications
Kitty's longing for a quiet life to write her memoirs,
but even in the middle of nowhere, she runs into
trouble! Kitty Norville's established herself as a DJ,
with her midnight talk show Kitty's Midnight Hour,
been forced into revealing herself to the nation as a
werewolf and testified to the Senate about the
supernatural denizens of the USA, but now it's time to
lay low in a remote Colorado cabin and work on her
memoirs. Her plans get derailed when sexy werewolf
hunter Cormac Bennett shows up with her lawyer,
Ben O'Farrell, who's been bitten and is about to turn
into a werewolf himself. But Kitty's hideaway is
neither as peaceful nor as secret as she hopes, for
barbed-wire crosses start showing up all over the
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place, and, worse, gruesome animal sacrifices are left
at her door. Someone wants them gone, and it's up to
Kitty and Cormac to find out who's stalking them before someone gets really hurt

Milling for Home Machinists
From an American couple cutting the cake to
Japanese drinking sake and Germans breaking dishes,
these 30 romantic images depict an international
array of bridal customs.

Great Feuds in History
Book summary and author information, vocabulary
builders, comprehension discussion questions,
graphic organizers and writing activities, effective
management ideas, reproducibles for the book A
birthday basket for Tía by Pat Mora.

Courageous Edventures
Click or Search Weezag for more fun products!
Surprise your loved ones. Add to cart, Buy Now!
College Ruled Line Paper Book College rule (also
known as medium ruled paper) is the most common
lined paper in use in the United States It is generally
used in middle school through to college and is also
popular with adults The horizontal spacing is 9/32" or
7.1mm This is a good choice for teen or adult
notebooks and composition books (known as exercise
books outside the US). Page Count: 100 Dimensions:
7.50" x 9.25" (19.05cm x 23.50cm)
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Cleft Palate Speech
Clinicains need a hands-on clinical manual that gives
proven techniques for managing the speech and voice
disorders that result from this congenital condition.
Therapy Techniques for Cleft Palate Speech and
Related disorders gets straight to the point by
identifying compensatory articulation patterns and
providing step-by-step guidelines for their prevention
and elimination. Communication Disorders / Medical

Bard's Oath
In the 1940s, Dr. Wilhelm Reich claimed discovery of
a new form of energy. Declaring "the orgone energy
does not exist," U.S. courts ordered all books on the
orgone subject to be banned. Reich was thrown into
prison, where he died. Dr. DeMeo examines Reich's
evidence and reports on his own observations and
laboratory experiments, which confirm the reality of
the orgone phenomenon.

Ancient Olympic Games
Your expert guide to implementing Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG) Dive in and quickly learn how to add
life to your web applications with Scalable Vector
Graphics.

A Short History of Japan
When a beautiful wraith, a shadow who slips between
worlds, is ordered by her master, the Blood Lord
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Lucius, to kill Simon DuCaine, a powerful sunmage
who has promised to set her free, she must choose
between trust, loyalty, the shadows and the light.
Original.

Therapy Techniques for Cleft Palate
Speech and Related Disorders
Imager's Intrigue
The contents in the book, are mostly true and
fictional. The poems in here reflects the difficulty of
life towards abandoned children, family matters, lack
of facts-of-life from parents, relationship matters, and
happy moments. It is a MUSTHAVE masterpiece. Each
poem has a short biography, questions to test your
understanding. And that makes it so INTERESTING.!
Why Flog A Dead Horse? The name has been chosen
looking at the theme in which the manuscript was
prepared. What is in the book? The book covers more
than just poems and questions. The theme of the
book is based on real life, things that happen to us on
a daily basis which we are not aware of that. It is a
combination of poetry in general, life sciences, life
orientation, geography, physical sciences, grammar
and dictionary skills. It is indeed a MUSTHAVE,
because it will enrich your mind and teach a learner
to not always be dependent on a teacher for
everything. He/She must learn to investigate on
his/her own. What would you benefit from this book?
You will learn so much more than just poetry. It will
enrich your knowledge and improve your vocabulary.
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It gives you a chance to express and challenge your
mind, to widen it.! You also stand a chance to know
other languages around the world and how music
takes part in poetry. Do not hesitate to follow us.
Facebook fanpage: Flog A Dead Horse Poetry
Anthology. Twitter handle: @Poetiboys E-mail:
Flogadeadhorse@nokiamail.com YouTube: PoeticBoys
Call: +27729836716

Wedding Traditions from Around the
World Coloring Book
Mind Machines You Can Build
Major Tim Madison has his hands full. A young Alpha
werewolf has stormed into his personal life, while Tim
struggles to keep military werewolves from safe on
the front lines. After a fiery exit from Afghanistan, Tim
Madison is promoted to major. Jeremy Wagner is a
civilian, just beginning his Transition to True Alpha. As
a lone wolf, he has no one to teach him the vital
principles of strong leadership. After a volatile chance
encounter, Tim and Jeremy form an intimate bond. As
Jeremy prepares to someday lead his own pack, Tim
struggles with military werewolves being needlessly
maimed in combat, as well as specifically targeted by
hostile forces. Despite Tim and Jeremy's feelings,
werewolf and human politics or family conflict could
prevent their mate-bond.

Organic Chemistry
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Lena and Amanda are best friends and star soccer
players—but what happens when the thing they love
most threatens to tear them apart? Soccer has always
been a part of Lena and Amanda’s friendship. For six
years, they have been an unstoppable team on and
off the field: best friends and great teammates.
Amanda is sure they’ll both make the varsity team in
ninth grade and go on to win the state championship.
But when Lena makes the cut and Amanda doesn’t,
everything seems uncertain, and Amanda worries that
her best friend is leaving her behind. With Shutout,
Brendan Halpin has created a powerful story of
friendship, sportsmanship, and growing up.

The Little Country
Reef Fishes of the East Indies is an essential reference
for biologists, naturalists, and scuba divers. This is the
only reference that covers every known reef fish from
the East Indian region. The book has been written to
engender an appreciation of the regions amazing
biodiversity and the urgent need to conserve it for the
benefit of future generations.

Flog A Dead Horse
Twenty peer-reviewed contributions discuss the
accomplishments of Henry P.G. Darcy (1803-1858)
and other pioneers in hydraulic science. The volume
opens with a biography of Darcy, written by his
descendant and namesake. Seven contributions
address the legacy of Darcy, while five others focus
on the
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Shutout
The focus of this book is on speech production and
speech processing associated with cleft palate,
covering phonetic (perceptual and instrumental),
phonological and psycholinguistic perspectives, and
including coverage of implications for literacy and
education, as well as cross-linguistic differences. It
draws together a group of international experts in the
fields of cleft lip and palate and speech science to
provide an up-to-date and in-depth account of the
nature of speech production, and the processes and
current evidence base of assessment and intervention
for speech associated with cleft palate. The
consequences of speech disorders associated with
cleft on intelligibility and communicative participation
are also covered. This book will provide a solid
theoretical foundation and a valuable clinical resource
for students of speech-language pathology, for
practising speech-language pathologists, and for
others interested in speech production in cleft palate,
including researchers and members of multidisciplinary cleft teams who wish to know more about
the nature of speech difficulties associated with a
cleft palate.

A Philosophy of Technology
Four minor and four major milling projects are
provided that provide the opportunity to gain basic
skills, and then use that expertise to build a series of
useful and increasingly complex tools.
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Too Many Bosses, Too Few Leaders
An ancient medallion threatens to shake the
foundations of history and puts Finn Ryan in mortal
dangerIn the desert of North Africa young
archaeologist Finn Ryan stumbles upon a seventyyear-old plane wreck – and a shocking revelation that
threatens to unravel an entire faith Finn and
charismatic photographer Virgil Hilts are scoring the
Sahara for the long-lost tomb of an apostle. But they
find something they aren’t looking for: signs of a
decades old murder, along with an ancient Roman
medallion bearing the infamous name of a fallen
archangel. It doesn’t take long for them to realize that
they’ve found a piece of a much bigger puzzle – and a
trail of clues that could get them killed From a
mysterious monastery to a sunken ship in the
Caribbean, the second instalment of the Finn Ryan
Conspiracy Thrillers The Lucifer Gospel is perfect for
fans of A.G. Riddle, Mark Greaney and Michael Byrne.
The Finn Ryan Conspiracy Thrillers Michelangelo's
Notebook The Lucifer Gospel Rembrandt's Ghost The
Aztec Heresy

Classified as Murder
The South Pacific has long been in need of a
comprehensive guide to reef and shore fishes. This
volume covers the inshore fish fauna of New
Caledonia, the Loyalty Islands, the southern Gilbert
Islands (Kiribati), Tuvalu, Fiji, the Wallis Islands,
Tonga, Samoa, American Samoa, the Tokelau Islands,
the Phoenix Islands, the Cook Islands, the Austral
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Islands, Rapa, the Society Islands, the Tuamoto
Archipelago, the Marquesas Islands, and the Pitcairn
Islands. It contains accounts of nearly 1,500 species
of fishes, illustrated with more than 2,000 color
photographs, taken mostly underwater. (A few drab
species are illustrated by only black and white
photographs or drawings.) Species accounts are
headed by the English common name, the scientific
name, the author or authors who described the fish,
and the date of the description. This is followed by a
concise list of the characteristics needed to identify
the species, the total length it attains, its distribution,
habitat, and in summary form what may be known of
its biology. More than 600 references are given for
those seeking more information on individual species.
The introduction contains a two-page color spread of
the main external features of fishes. An extensive
glossary of scientific terms precedes the index.

The Lucifer Gospel
From New York Times bestselling author, Miranda
James Local senior oddball, James Delacorte, is
convinced someone is stealing from his rare book
collection, so he enlists Charlie, and his trusty cat,
Diesel, to catalog his literary collection. But just as
they begin, Delacorte is found catatonic, dead in his
office—and now Charlie and Diesel have the much
trickier problem of solving his murder! The claws are
out with Delacorte’s heirs scrambling for his
inheritance, and Charlie is immediately suspicious of
everyone. When a very rare edition by Edgar Allan
Poe disappears at the same time as another body is
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found, Charlie determines to solve this purrfect crime.
But playing cat and mouse with a killer is a dangerous
game for man and feline!

Reef and Shore Fishes of the South
Pacific
A killer is stalking the streets of Crossroads,
Mississippi, and it’s up to Sheriff Ava Dushaine to stop
him. But when suspicion falls on werewolf alpha Julian
Kasey—Ava’s ex-lover and the man who still haunts
her dreams—Ava knows that she’ll either have to
prove his innocence…or watch the whole town go up
in flames.

Reef Fishes of the East Indies
Describes the origins, sports, other events, and end of
the ancient Olympic games.

The Ex Games
This comprehensive, readable history of the land of
the rising Sun, from its ancient origins to its
fascinating past, is an ideal introduction to Japan for
travellers, business people and students, and a
compelling read for those interested in this rich
culture and fascinating history.

Kitty Takes a Holiday
This book highlights the state of the field in the new,
provocative line of research into the cognition and
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behavior of the domestic dog. Eleven chapters from
leading researchers describe innovative methods
from comparative psychology, ethology and
behavioral biology, which are combined to create a
more comprehensive picture of the behavior of Canis
familiaris than ever before. Each of the book’s three
parts highlights one of the perspectives relevant to
providing a full understanding of the dog. Part I
covers the perceptual abilities of dogs and the effect
of interbreeding. Part II includes observational and
experimental results from studies of social cognition –
such as learning and social referencing – and physical
cognition in canids, while Part III summarizes the work
in the field to date, reviewing various conceptual and
methodological approaches and testing
anthropomorphisms with regard to dogs. The final
chapter discusses the practical application of
behavioral and cognitive results to promote animal
welfare. This volume reflects a modern shift in science
toward considering and studying domestic dogs for
their own sake, not only insofar as they reflect back
on human beings.

College Ruled Line Paper
A sequel to Dragon and Phoenix finds vengeful master
bard Leet fashioning a dark magical harp to enchant
dragonlord favorite Raven, an act that raises the
suspicions of Linden Rathan, who risks everyone he
loves to stop Leet's society-threatening plot. 25,000
first printing.

Strength of the Wolf
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"What other secret is Brandon hiding? Seven years
ago, Katie Raymond made a mistake that cost her the
love of her life. Now, Brandon Hastings is back in her
life and it seems like he is determined to make her
pay for her previous mistakes. When Katie overhears
a private conversation, she has no idea just how deep
the secrets go. She gives, Brandon one last chance to
prove his love to her, but when he violates her trust
one last time, she doesn't think she can ever forgive
him. But then, Brandon tells her the one thing that is
guaranteed to turn her world upside down and she's
not sure if her life will ever be the same again."--Page
4 of cover.

Domestic Dog Cognition and Behavior
Cleft Palate and Craniofacial Anomalies: Effects on
Speech and Resonance is the only book of its kind
that covers both oral and facial anomalies and cleft
palate. Designed as a how-to guide for the practicing
clinician, this book emphasizes what students,
clinicians new to this population, and any member of
a cleft palate team need to know in the workplace. It
includes information on common craniofacial
anomalies, associated anomalies, and genetic
syndromes. Everything from basic information on
anatomy, physiology, and embryology of the face and
oral cavity to oral, dental, and ENT anomalies and
their effects on speech, resonance, and feeding are
covered. The evaluation section includes the
perceptual evaluation of speech and resonance, the
intraoral examination, and instrumental assessment
procedures. The treatment section includes surgical
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procedures, prosthetic devices, and therapies
designed to address speech, resonance, and
velopharyngeal dysfunction. The need for
multidisciplinary team assessment and treatment is
also emphasized throughout. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

The Gallipoli Story
Discover John Basedow's secrets for getting the body
you've always wanted Fitness expert and media icon
John Basedow's body-transforming plan is literally
Fitness Made Simple. After trying just about every
fitness fad and gimmick with little success, John
developed this multidimensional approach that is
improving the bodies and lives of thousands of men
and women, from teenagers to grandparents. Fitness
Made Simple is not just about losing weight. It's about
changing your entire body composition so that you
increase lean muscle mass and decrease body fat.
This easy-to-follow program eliminates all the
guesswork for building the body of your dreams with
John's comprehensive “Fitness Triangle”: Nutrition: By
concentrating on natural protein sources, healthy fats,
and slow-digesting carbs, you'll never be hungry, your
junk food cravings will disappear, and fat will melt
from your body. Exercise: Utilizing a combination of
cardiovascular and weight training workouts, you'll
look great, feel better, and strip away fat to reveal
those six-pack abs! Supplementation: Not all
supplements are created equal. John shows you which
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fat loss and muscle building products can actually
produce cosmetically significant results, rather than
just false hope and a depleted bank account. Plus,
John tells his own inspiring story of how he took
control of his body and life, while accumulating years
of health and fitness wisdom along the way. His
signature “John-isms”--helpful quotes sprinkled
throughout this book--will keep you motivated to stick
with your new fitness lifestyle.

Body Freedom
Mental Training for Skydiving and Life
Chart a course to innovation using educational
technology. Let’s go on an edventure! Do you want to
innovate and take risks in your teaching? Looking for
ways to troubleshoot common classroom challenges?
Jennie Magiera charts a course for you to discover
your own version of innovation, using the limitless
possibilities of educational technology. Packed with
lesson plans, examples, and solutions, Courageous
Edventures will show you: How to create your own
Teacher-IEP (Innovation Exploration Plan) Strategies
and solutions for tackling common educational
technology problems Methods for putting learning
into the hands of students How to find innovation in
everyday places

Cleft Palate & Craniofacial Anomalies:
Effects on Speech and Resonance
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Exterior Ballistics with Applications – Skydiving,
Parachute Fall, Flying Fragments presents a modern
approach to introduce the basics of exterior ballistics
and its methods from the simple ideal model of
projectile motion to the automatic solution of the
differential equations of projectile flight using PC
programs. The book uses different approaches to
solve the differential equations of projectile motion —
among them the Siacci method and the numerical
methods. The results obtained through the integration
of differential equations of projectile flight are mostly
analytical formulas that describe the projectile
trajectory and make the exterior ballistics a
comprehensible science. The Differential Equations of
Projectile Flight are also integrated numerically using
some original PC programs that can be easily
modified to be used in similar scenarios or other new
ones and give the reader the possibility to solve a
great variety of Exterior Ballistics problem. Exterior
Ballistics with Applications can be considered as an
interdisciplinary applied mathematics and physics
manuscript for the vast mathematics and physics
models and techniques employed. It is a great source
for applications in physics, calculus, differential
equations, numerical methods, and PC programming
as well. The book is illustrated with about 140 solved
examples related to different artillery and infantry
firearms that demonstrate the use of formulas and
the solution methods of ballistics to find the elements
of projectile trajectories. Exterior Ballistics with
Applications includes as well two interesting topics
that can be considered as applications of exterior
ballistics: 1. Skydiving and parachute falling related
with the trajectory of a parachutist launched from a
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horizontally flying airplane with un-deployed
parachute, in different meteorological conditions, and
in presence of air resistance and wind. 2. The
ballistics of projectile fragments that is an important
element of Terminal Ballistics necessary to study the
effectiveness of fragmentation ammunitions on the
personnel and objects, and other problems related
with the construction of fragmentation ammunitions,
or with Forensic Sciences. Exterior Ballistics with
Applications is comprehensive and serves as
reference material to provide answers to problems
encountered in the practice of motion of unguided
projectiles, skydiving and flying fragments of
antipersonnel ammunitions.

Learning First, Technology Second
The men were huddled in lifeboats. Some prayed that
their legs would work. Some smiled to show they
weren't scared. They peered into the darkness ahead
and saw nothing. Then, the dark shape of a man
standing on a hill. A shout from the shore. A single
shot rang out and a bullet hissed overhead. The
Gallipoli campaign had begun. Anzac soldiers fought
on Turkish soil a century ago. So why do we still care
about what happened there? Why do we celebrate a
battle lost? The Gallipoli Story takes young people on
an unforgettable and tough journey deep into the
heartland of war. Patrick Carlyon digs past the myths
to explore the lives and choices of the men -- soldiers,
politicians and generals alike -- who found themselves
caught up in a battle fought far from home. A
powerful piece of storytelling that brings history to life
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-- and shows us the human faces behind the grand
story. The CBC Honour Book.

Birthday Basket for Tia
Looks at the animosities, ill feelings, and bad behavior
of such public figures as Queen Elizabeth I, Aaron
Burr, the Duchess of Windsor, Lyndon B. Johnson, and
J. Edgar Hoover.

Shadow Kin
Captivated by the unpublished manuscript she has
found in her grandfather's cottage, folk musician
Janey Little is transported to the world described in
the manuscript and into a tale of a bewitched young
woman's magical quest. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.

Fitness Made Simple
How did Alan Mulally––an outsider to the auto
industry—lead such a spectacular turnaround at Ford?
How did Morgan Stanley CEO John Mack keep his
company from imploding even as Lehman Brothers
collapsed? What is it that enables such extraordinary
leaders to galvanize their talents and energy, as well
as the talents and energy of those who work for them,
to achieve superior performance no matter what
challenges they face? Rajeev Peshawaria has spent
more than twenty years working alongside top
executives at Fortune 500 companies and training
them in leadership, including as Global Director of
Leadership Development programs at American
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Express, as Chief Learning Officer at both Morgan
Stanley and Coca-Cola, and as one of the founding
members of the renowned Goldman Sachs leadership
development program known as Pine Street. He
knows precisely what makes the difference between
those who are simply bosses and those who are
superior leaders, and between those who continue to
rise to the top levels and those who get stuck along
the way. In this lively and remarkably empowering
book, Peshawaria offers readers the opportunity to
experience the highest level of leadership training
available in the world. Introducing the three core
principles he has observed are the foundation of the
best leadership––that great leaders clearly define
their purpose and values; that nobody can motivate
another person because everyone comes
premotivated; and that a leader’s job is not to directly
produce results but to create the conditions that will
harness the energy of others—he details his unique
and proven program for achieving leadership
excellence. Sharing a wealth of illuminating stories,
from those of Mulally’s achievement at Ford and
Mack’s at Morgan Stanley, to how Harvey Golub and
Ken Chenault successfully restored American Express
to long-term sustainable growth, how Neville Isdell
turned the Coca-Cola Company around, and the
continuing prowess of Jeff Bezos in growing
Amazon.com, he first reveals how extraordinary
leaders marshal and sustain the level of energy in
themselves that is required and how they enlist a core
group of proficient co-leaders. He then outlines how to
harness the energy and talents of those at all levels of
an organization, igniting their motivation by following
his RED guidelines for addressing their core needs
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concerning their Role, their work Environment, and
their career Development. Finally, he introduces his
unique Brains, Bones, and Nerves framework for:
developing a clear strategy for competitive advantage
(the Brains); crafting an optimal organizational
structure (the Bones); and fostering a highly
cooperative and motivated company culture (the
Nerves). Filled with specific tips about the vital
questions to ask and simple but powerful steps to
follow, Too Many Bosses, Too Few Leaders is a
manager’s essential tool kit for long-term superior
performance.

The Orgone Accumulator Handbook
The Spy who Loved Me
In A Philosophy of Technology: From Technical
Artefacts to Sociotechnical Systems, technology is
analysed from a series of different perspectives. The
analysis starts by focussing on the most tangible
products of technology, called technical artefacts, and
then builds step-wise towards considering those
artefacts within their context of use, and ultimately as
embedded in encompassing sociotechnical systems
that also include humans as operators and social rules
like legislation. Philosophical characterisations are
given of technical artefacts, their context of use and
of sociotechnical systems. Analyses are presented of
how technical artefacts are designed in engineering
and what types of technological knowledge is
involved in engineering. And the issue is considered
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how engineers and others can or cannot influence the
development of technology. These characterisations
are complemented by ethical analyses of the moral
status of technical artefacts and the possibilities and
impossibilities for engineers to influence this status
when designing artefacts and the sociotechnical
systems in which artefacts are embedded. The
running example in the book is aviation, where
aeroplanes are examples of technical artefacts and
the world aviation system is an example of a
sociotechnical system. Issues related to the design of
quiet aeroplane engines and the causes of aviation
accidents are analysed for illustrating the moral
status of designing, and the role of engineers therein.
Table of Contents: Technical Artefacts / Technical
Designing / Ethics and Designing / Technological
Knowledge / Sociotechnical Systems / The Role of
Social Factors in Technological Development / Ethics
and Unintended Consequences of Technology

Henry P.G. Darcy and Other Pioneers in
Hydraulics
The Imager Porfolio is a bestselling and innovative
epic fantasy series from L. E. Modesitt, Jr. that RT
Book Reviews says “shines with engrossing
characters, terrific plotting, and realistic worldbuilding.” Continue the journey with Imager's Intrigue.
Rhenn has a wife and a young child, and a solid
career as an imager. But he has made more than one
enemy during his journey from apprentice painter to
master imager, and even his great powers won't allow
him to escape his past. The Imager Portfolio #1
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Imager / #2 Imager’s Challenge / #3 Imager’s Intrigue
/ #4 Scholar / #5 Princeps / #6 Imager’s Battalion /
#7 Antiagon Fire / #8 Rex Regis / #9 Madness in
Solidar / #10 Treachery’s Tools / #11 Assassin’s Price
Other series by this author: The Saga of Recluce The
Corean Chronicles The Spellsong Cycle The Ghost
Books The Ecolitan Matter

A Bit of Bite
Body Freedom is the latest chapter in Karl Lagerfeld's
ongoing photographic exploration of model Baptiste
Giabiconi.Lagerfeld's first portrait of Giabiconi in book
form, The Beauty of Violence (2010), showed
Giabiconi acting out an erotic seizure in a studio and
toyed with the idea of nudity. Body Freedom liberates
Giabiconi from the studio environment and tackles
nudity full on: with enviable self-confidence and no
shame, the nude Giabiconi plays before Lagerfeld's
lens. Body Freedom comprises two folio-size books in
a slipcase, each embodying a different episode in
Giabiconi's development. The first shows him in the
ruins of the Villa Adriana in Tivoli in 2008 (the
'antique'); while the second presents more recent
images of Giabiconi in contemporary architectural
settings (the 'modern'). Containing images taken over
three years, Body Freedom is an exercise in the
passing of time as seen through the male form, the
transition from adolescence into manhood.
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